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Monday, February 10, 1986 
... will be cold with variable cloudiness 
and highs reaching the teens. Winds 
will range from 1 0 to 1 8 mph. Monday 
night temperatures will range from 2 · 
below to 5 above zero. There may also 
be a 30 percent chance of snow. 
Fines issued against 
bar owners, students 
By MIKE BURKE 
Staff writer 
Four bar owners and representatives 
for three corporations that own and 
operate bars pleaded guilty Friday 
morning to allowing 18-year-olds to 
enter their establishments and were 
fined $125 each in the Coles County 
Courthouse. 
The owners and corporations were 
charged with the violation of a 
Charleston city ordinance, and could 
have been fined up to $500. 
In addition, two 18-year-old Eastern 
students, both arrested during a second 
wave of bar checks by Charleston 
police on Jan. 29, pleaded guilty to 
frequenting a licensed premises and 
were fined $54. 
Freshmen James Vlahos and John 
Ketchmark, appearing in court Friday 
morning, received the same fine that 35 
other Eastern students received for the 
same offense several weeks ago. 
The 35 students, who either pleaded 
or were found guilty, were arrested in 
mid-January after Charleston Mayor 
Murray Choate promised that the city 
would begin strict enforcement of the 
laws regarding underage patrons 
entering bars. 
The fines for both the bar owners 
and the students were handed down by 
Associate Judge Ashton Waller, and 
equalled the amounts in fines that 
prosecutor Brian Bower had requested. 
A representative of a fourth cor­
poration, which owns the Up­
towner/Cellar bar, 623 E. Monroe St., 
and faces the same charges as the 
others, failed to appear in court 
Friday. 
Waller issued a one week con­
tinuance in the case, and that cor­
poration, Uptowner Enterprises, Inc., 
was rescheduled-to appear in court on 
Feb. 14 at 9 a.m. 
'. The bar owners, and their 
businesses, who appeared in court 
Friday were: Mike Bickers, Panther 
Lounge, 1421 S. Fourth St.; Ivan 
Kennard, Ike's Little Campus, 407 E. 
Lincoln Ave.; James Siars, Thirsty's, 
508 E. Monroe St.; and Rena Ward, 
Page One Tavern, 410 S. Sixth St. 
e members of the Big Red Line of the St. Louis football Cardinals' 
ading squad perform at halftime of the Northern Iowa basketball 
Saturday in Lantz Gym. Eastern went on to knock off Northern Iowa 
68-52 score. See full coverage of the game on page 16. 
Although the drinking age in Illinois 
is 41, a Charleston ordinance allows 
19- and 20-year olds to enter bars in the 
city. However, it does not allow them 
to drink. 
The following corporations and their 
representitives also appeared: Kenneth 
Keofing and James Severson, E.L. 
Kracker's, Inc., 1405 S. Fourth St.; 
and Dave Kinnaird for both P .B.A., 
Inc. (Marty's, 1666 S. Fourth St.) and 
Villiage V .I., Inc. (Mother's, �06 E. 
Monroe St.). 
Bar owners or representatives 
contacted after appearing in court 
refused to comment on the fines. 
up urges students to vote in home rule election 
at them. 
Legislative Committee of the 
Senate has initiated a cam­
encourage students to vote in 
ming home rule election and 
dents aware of the possible 
home rule could have on 
and the university. 
Home rule would allow the city to 
place a sales tax on any item. This 
could include an additional beer tax, a 
visitor tax, a conference tax, a fast 
food tax, and several other taxes that 
could be damaging to the student 
body, Student Legislative Committee 
Chairman Dan McLean said. 
In the future, home rule would give 
the city the chance to tax non-voting 
residents who are not involved in the 
election process, McLean said. 
It would also give the city the power 
to tax non-residents who visit the 
university for such activities as camps 
or conferences, McLean said. 
The committee realizes the need for 
additional funds to keep the city from 
a predicted $500,000 to $600,000 
deficit during the next year, but fears 
the potential misuse that may come 
with the power home rule gives, 
McLean said. 
After meeting with the committee, 
McLean said, "Home rule may be all 
right, but as far as students go, we 
can't support it. We are opening 
ourselves up to be taxed." 
If home rule is not granted, a utility 
tax may be placed on the city, McLean 
added. 
This tax would solve the deficit 
problem in a shorter time than the 
proposed sales tax, and would not 
affect all students, McLean said. 
committee has said that 
the city is only planning a 1 
increase in sales tax if home 
approved, in the long run 
and the university would be 
le to additional taxes directed 
Home rule is automatic in cities with 
a ·population exceeding 25,000. Under 
these circumstances, it can be 
beneficial, but in a city the size of 
Charleston, it will only hurt the 
students, McLean said. 
lippine voting plagued by chaos 
LA, Philippines (AP)-Thirty computer 
marched out of the government's election 
'on Sunday, claiming the ballot-counting 
wed President Ferdinand E. Marcos 
Corazon Aquino was falsified. 
ternational observer group, meanwhile, 
Marcos' partisans on Sunday of vote­
. timidation, snatching ballot boxes and 
with election returns in Friday's special 
!election. 
mputer operators wept on each others' 
after parading single file out of the 
ointed commission's counting center. 
was something wrong,'' a woman operator 
. "What's posted on the tabulation board 
ly with the computer board, and we don't 
is doing it. We can't take it any more.'' 
man, who refused to give her name, told 
'ated Press that workers spotted the 
turday night, when Aquino was leading in 
· sion's count by 100,000 votes. By midday 
arcos had taken over the lead. 
nday morning, with 28 percent of the 
precincts reporting, the commission's unofficial tally 
gave Marcos 3,056,236 votes to Aquino's 2,903,348, 
a split of 51.28 percent to 48. 72 percent. 
But an independent count by the National 
Movement for Free Elections, a citizens' ballot­
monitoring group known an Namfrel, had Aquino in 
the lead by 5,576,319 votes to 4,806,166 for Marcos, 
or 53.7 percent to 46.3 percent. 
The Namfrel tally represented 49.14 percent of the 
Philippines' 86,036 precincts. Final election results 
from this nation of 7, I 00 islands art not expected for 
days. 
Marcos' latest six-year term was due to expire in 
1987, but he called the special election to show 
domestic and foreign critics, particularly in the 
United States, that he still enjoyed overwhelming 
support in the Philippines. 
Certification of the election result is up to the 
National Assembly, which was due to begin its own 
separate canvass Monday. 
Citing the difference between the two counts, the 
political affairs minister will seek the assembly's 
approval to stop all otber vote-counting immediately. 
Once the deficit problem was under 
control, residents would have a better 
(See GROUP, page 7) 
Rocky IV, Rambo? 
That's showbiz 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Soviets 
complain that Hollywood projects like 
"Rambo" and "Rocky IV" are fostering anti­
Soviet feelings. But as far as the entertainment 
industry and the U.S. government is concerned • 
that's showbiz. 
''The iob l)f the filmmaker is to entertain audiences, not to be a political instrument," 
says Jack Valenti, president of the Washinton­
based Motion Picture Association. "They tell 
stories that they think people want to see. It has 
absolutely nothing to do with political 
propaganda.'' 
. Hollywood, too, has responded with barely a 
shrug since the Soviet government newspaper 
lsvestia lashed out last month against what it 
called "vituperative anti-Sovietism in the 
United States. 
lsvestia said Hollywood formented such 
,(See ROCKY IV, page 7) 
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Associated Press 
State/Nation/World Mandela will be freed-
Smoking becoming legal hazard 
CHICAGO-The U.S. surgeon general has determined 
that cigarette smoking is a health hazard, but it's also 
becoming a legal hazard as an increasing number of states 
and employers adopt measures aimed at snuffing out the 
habit. 
Legal experts predict an increasing number of lawsuits 
will be filed against tobacco companies, contending that 
they are responsible for illnesses linked to smoking. 
Although industry giant R.J. Reynolds Tobacco has won 
two such recent cases, "We're going to see a lot more of 
these suits," said John Banzhaf, executive director of the 
Washington D.C.-based group, Action on Smoking and 
Health. 
Bitter missile fight is predicted 
JO HA N N E SBUR G, S out h A f r i c a  
(AP)-Winnie Mandela said Sunday her im­
prisoned husband Nelson Mandela, inspirational 
leader of South African blacks, will be released, 
but she did not know when. 
Asked by a reporter if the release were more a 
question of "when" and not "if," Mrs. Mandela 
replied: "Yes, that is correct." 
Police in Netal province along the Indian 
O cean coast, said, meanwhile, that three black 
riot squad officers were killed Sunday when set 
upon by a mob of blacks engaged in tribal 
clashes wielding clubs and knives. 
A police spokesman in Durban, 20 miles north 
of where the killing occurred, said seven black 
police were sent to deal with gangs of rival tribes, 
and their patrol car became a target for both 
factions. He said four officers fled on foot, but 
the warriors ran down the other three and 
mutilated their bodies. 
Police said earlier in the day that police killed 
three blacks after riots broke out late Saturday 
and before dawn Sunday in eight neig 
Mrs. Mandela, who has emerged 
months as an anti-apartheid leader · 
right, was besieged by journalists 
nesburg's Jan Smuts Airport after 
from visiting her husband at Cape To 
She told them, "I do not have the s · 
when or where he will be released, but 
released." 
It did not appear that the 67-year-o 
leader, who has been serving a life sen 
1964 for plotting sabotage, would be 
days, at least. 
Mrs. Mandela said she expected t 
again "in a few days" at Ca 
Pollsmoor Prison. 
"When one is released from prison, 
home," she said, apparently trying 
rumors Mandela might be forced int 
Lusaka, Zambia, where his outlaw 
National Congress guerrilla force 
·southern: Africa regional office. 
WASHINGTON-The chairman of the House Armed 
Services Committee released a report Sunday supporting 
large new expenditures on the Midgetman nuclear missile, 
the first blow in what is expected to be a new Capitol Hill 
fight over administration budget increases for atomic 
weapons. 
Hundred dead after Haitian riots 
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., said his analysis of the single­
warhead missile showed Midgetman is "that rare kind of 
weapon that should garner support from liberals and 
conservatives alike.'' 
Midgetman is the nickname given the missile intended as a 
successor to the MX nuclear weapon, which itself has been 
the subject of bitter fights the past four years. 
Wife of man ki l led in  hijack dies 
NEW YORK-Marilyn Klinghoffer, the widow of Leon 
Klinghoffer who was killed by terrorists on the cruise ship 
Achille Lauro, died Sunday of cancer. She was 58. 
Mrs. Klinghoffer died about 5 a.m. at Lenox Hill 
Hospital, said Letty Simon, a family spokeswoman. She had 
been in the hospital about two weeks, Simon said. 
PO RT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)-After two 
nights of wild rejoicing and mob retaliation 
against the hated secret police of the ousted 
Duvalier regime, life began returning to normal 
Sunday in this slum-ridden city of 1 million 
people. 
Trashed, bui;ned-out shells of businesses that 
were associated with. the 28 years of Duvalier 
family rule bore silent witness to a celebration 
that turned violent, killing at least I 00 people 
and causing great material damage. 
Jean-Claude Duvalier became Haiti's 
"president-for-life" in 1971 at age 19 on the 
death of his father, Francois "Papa Doc" 
Duvalier. He fled to France on Friday on a U.S. 
Air Force plane with about 25 family members, 
guards and associates after the United 
Jamaica convinced him to step down i 
of mounting violence. 
A military-civilian council assum 
control. 
Duvalier's departure sparked riots 
killing against the Tonton Mac 
Duvalier dynasty's dreaded private mili 
Reproters said Macoutes were 
hacked to death with machetes Fr 
Saturday. 
At least 100 bodies were seen sta 
morgue at General Hospital, but how t 
died or when they were brought there 
be determined. 
The Klinghoffers were aboard the I talian ship when it was 
hijacked by Palestinian terrorists Oct. 7. Mr. Klinghoffer, 
who had suffered a stroke and was confined to a wheelchair, 
was shot and his body tossed into the Mediterranean Sea. 
Train wreck could claim 29 lives 
The passengers were later fre.ed. The suspected terrorists 
were apprehended. 
Law may follow senator's death 
PEORIA-Legislation requiring a smoke detector in 
every home has been given new life as a result of the deaths 
of a state senator and his daughter in a fire at their home. 
But fire officials warn that installing the detector is not 
enough-the homeowner has to make cetain it is working. 
. "People just don)t believe that they couldn't smell smoke 
and get to safety," said Ernie Russel, chief of the Peoria 
Fire Department's fire prevention division. "There are 
people who think they can walk on water." 
The issue of smoke detectors gained new prominence after 
the deaths last month of state Sen. Prescott Bloom, 43, and 
his 3-year-old daughter. 
The Daily 
HINTO N, Alberta (AP)-The first bodies 
were recovered Sunday from the smoking rubble 
of a head-on train wreck in which 29 people were 
presumed dead. "Nobody could have survived 
that,'' said a medical examiner. 
Caterpillar tractors, earth-movers, and 
railroad cranes pulled apart mangled 
locomotives and cars from a westbound, 114-car 
Canadian National freight train and an east­
bound, nine-car Via Rail passenger train that 
collided Saturday morning. 
The freight train was on the wrong track. 
Each train was being pulled by three engines at 
what Alex Rennie, manager· of public affairs of 
Canadian National's Edmonton off!ce, said was 
"a pretty fair rate of speed" when they smashed 
together on a single stretch of track 
miles east of Hinton. In all, 122 p 
believed to be aboard the two trains. 
"There a�e five engines piled up th 
have burned. Most of the bodies are be 
rubble," said Dr. Derrick Pounder, de 
medical examiner for northern Alberta, 
to reporters at trackside. 
Pounder said three people were hos 
and "all the others who were injured 
well or are walking wounded." 
More than 24 hours after the collisi 
smoke still poured from the wrecka 
Rennie said an open car carrying dry sul 
overturned. 
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students David Borah, left, and John James, 
m to be e njoying the halftime show at Saturday 
anther basketball game . The St. Loui� Big Red 
Line performed to a howling audience at  the cager 
contest. 
ef in sight for cold Thomas showers 
of Thomas Hall have been 
'lied recently by the shower 
their hall, but university 
e working to alleviate the 
evin Zaininger said he has 
cold showers during all 
the day, but he "just deals 
I'm used to it," he said. "I 
a big family.'' 
Director Lou Hencken said 
has heard no complaints 
e is aware of Thomas' 
problem, which is greatly 
for the cold showers. 
s current hot water system 
d of iron pipes which have 
ver many years of use, 
rrosion has made the 
o-inch (pipe) diameter -be 
about a pencil hole," he 
makes it hard for the water 
gh but the physical plant 
ave opened the pipes 
to make more pressure 
problem is reported." 
currently being made for 
the replacement project, Hencken said. 
Preliminary work is scheduled to begin 
in April "as long as everything goes 
right and the bids are approved by the 
Board of Governors during its 
April/May meeting." 
Physical Plant Director Everett 
Alms said the corrosio·n in the pipes 
was initially caused several years ago 
when Charleston was softening the 
water and Eastern was softening it 
again. 
"The excessive amount of soft water 
just literally destroyed the pipes," he 
said. "I guess replacing the pipes with 
copper ones will be an ongoing project 
every -summer until all the halls are 
done." 
Last year, Hencken said, the iron 
pipes in Stevenson were replaced at a 
cost of about $120,000. The year 
before, pipes in Andrews were rep1aced 
for about $80,000. Hencken said he 
predicts the job· in Thomas will also 
cost about $120,000. 
Although the replacement project 
should alleviate the majority of the 
shower problems, Hencken said 
residents should not expect hot 
showers all the time. 
"During high traffic times in the 
morning when everyone is showering 
or when something just breaks down, 
there_ still might be times when there 
won't be any hot water," he said. 
Freshman Mike Wolbers, a Thomas 
Hall resident, said lately the showers 
have been cold "all day long every day. 
"I've never complained about it," 
he said, "but, I really think they 
should be able to provide us with hot 
showers." 
Sophomore Dennis Strachan, also a 
Thomas hall resident, said he's had 
"freezing cold" showers a few times 
this semester, but he has never com­
plained "because there is probably 
nothing they can do about it.'' 
Thomas Hall counselor Steven Long 
said he has not received any complaints 
about cold showers lately, but he is 
aware of the existing plumbing 
problems. 
"People usually come to me with 
these kind of problems," he said. "But 
I haven't heard of anything lately. I 
haven't had a cold shower." 
While the bulk of the replacement 
project is being completed this sum­
mer, Hencken said, Thomas Hall will 
be closed because the hall will be 
completely without water. 
y shows police contact cuts crime 
GTON (AP)-City police 
can reduce the fear of 
in some cases crime levels, 
r-to-door contact with 
by opening storefront 
, concludes a federally 
y released Sunday. . 
ear study of a number of 
projects in several low­
. come neighborhoods of 
exas and Newark, N . J . ,  
at many techniques were 
in attempting to increase 
of personal safety in 
Among the failed approaches were 
follow-up contact by police with crime 
victims, publication by police of 
neighborhood newsletters and cleanup 
programs aimed at reducing physical 
deterioration. 
The study found that in Houston, 
where the population is growing 
rapidly and population density is low, 
contacting residents about crime­
related problems and stimulating the 
fo r m a t i o n  o f  n e i g h b o r h o o d  
organizations can reduce the fear of 
crime and "even reduce the actual level 
of victimization. ' '  
I n  an older city such as Newark, 
successful techniques included opening 
a low-rent storefront police station in 
the neighborhood and directing police 
to make contacts with people in their 
homes, combined with aggressive law 
enforcement. 
"Fear of crime can be even more 
debilitating to cities and destructive to 
neighborhoods than the actual in­
cidence of crime itself," said James 
Stewart, director of the National 
Institute of Justice, the Justice 
Department research agency that 
financed the study. 
Shuttle's 
seal leaks 
examined 
W A S H IN G T ON (AP�--A 
presidential commission investigating 
the explosion of the space shuttle 
Challenger on Sunday asked NASA to 
produce all internal documents dealing 
with problems on the spaceship's 
booster rocket seals. 
Commission Chairman William P. 
Rogers asked for the document� after 
noting discrepancies between NASA 
officials' testiminy before the com­
mission last week and a Ne\\' Ynrk 
Times report Sunday quoting internal 
NASA memorandums , said White 
House spokesman Mark Weinberg. 
Weinberg said Rogers "has 
requested NASA to produce all in­
ternal document� and reports of in­
vestigations dealing with problems 
relating to seals on the booster 
rockets." 
NASA officials were not im­
mediately available for comment, but 
Weinberg said, "My understanding is 
that NASA's been agreeable to the 
request." 
Rogers, in a telephone interview 
Sunday, said he had called NASA to 
make the request and that ''they said 
fine they'd cooperate with us." Rogers 
declined to discuss further details. 
The 13-member commission planned 
to review the documents in a closed­
door .meeting Monday afternoon and 
call NASA officials to testify at an 
open session Tuesday morning, 
Weinberg said. 
"The comm1ss10n is concerned 
about all aspects of this matter," 
Weinberg said, adding in reference to 
the discrepancies The Times pointed 
out, "Surely this is something of 
particular interest to them." 
The Times reported that an internal 
memorandum last July warned NASA 
officials that shuttle flight safety was 
"being compromised by potential 
failure" of the seals between segments 
of spaceplane's booster rockets. 
The possibility that a leak between 
segments of the right booster allowed 
flame to spurt toward Challenger's 
shuttle tanks has become a major focus 
of the investigation into the Jan. 28 
explosion of the ship and the loss of its 
crew of seven. 
The Times said documents in files of 
the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration show that engineers at 
NASA headquarters and at the 
agency's Marshall Space Flight Center 
in Huntsville, Ala., were concerned 
about just such a possibility. 
"Failure during launch would 
certainly be catastrophic," one NASA 
analyst warned in the memorandum, 
according to The Times. 
The newspaper· also noted that a 
1982 "critical items list" warned that if 
the seals should fail, the result could be 
"loss of vehicle, mission and crew due 
to metal erosion,  burnthrough and 
probably case burst resulting in fire 
and deflagration. "  Deflagration is 
rapid, intense buring. 
NASA spokesman David Garrett 
had no comment Sunday on the report . 
He said he was trying to obtain it, but 
that he first needed permission from 
the agency's  Data Design and Analysis 
Task Force, which is gathering data for 
the presidential commission looking . 
into the disaster. 
The Times story said it was not clear 
whether NASA took any action on the 
July memorandum. 
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Laws of jungle 
should be used 
in mice removal 
Hickory dickory dock, the mouse ran up 
the clock, the clock struck one, the mouse 
ran down, hickory dickory dock. 
Some Taylor Hall residents aren't too 
happy about living this nursery rhyme. 
Some have gone so far as to complain about 
sharing their rooms with the squirrely 
rodents. 
To appease the Editorial 
whining students who 
were afraid of the little creatures, mouse 
traps were issued. But that wasn't enough. 
The students didn't want to have to set the 
traps themselves. 
Housing Director Lou Hencken said there 
is little that can be done besides trapping . 
However, perhaps not all of the possible 
solutions have been explored. 
The basic rule the Housing Office should 
follow is the law of the jungle, you know, 
survival of the fittest. 
Perhaps the Housing Office could let a 
few snakes loose in Taylor's hallways. The 
snakes would eat the mice and the students 
couldn't complain about the little fur balls 
scurrying across the floor. 
Or, maybe the Housing Office could bend 
the rules about keeping pets in student 
rooms. If the students could keep cats in 
their rooms, they would have a pet that 
would eat the mice. The cat would keep the 
students company and end the moaning 
about the extra little roommates. 
Maybe the students should be a little 
more patient with the mice. Mice might not 
be so bad. With a little training, they might 
be able to learn how to play a mean game of 
backgammon. 
Two of the students, who were offered 
rodent-free rooms when they discovered 
mice, didn't take the university up on the 
off er. Perhaps their mice ar.e already pretty 
decent Gin Rummy players. 
Perhaps both the students and the 
university are overreacting a bit. Mice aren't 
considered to be killer animals, a bit pesky 
perhaps, but nothing a good swat with a 
broom won't take care of. Neither the 
university or the students really have that 
much to worry about. If nothing else, like 
one resident suggested, the asbestos will 
get rid of the mice. 
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Strong academic policy 
needed to .stop 'mush' 
Editor: 
Some readers might be surprised to find that 
students are calling upon the administration to 
improve academic standards at the university as 
the editorial in the The Daily Eastern News explicity 
did on last Friday . The Editorial Board can certainly 
command our respect and support .  
Any policy, w hatever o u r  opinion, deserves an 
opportunity to prove itself fair, reasonable and 
academically defensable. According to the editorial, 
1 28 students were "saved" from dismissal after 
the fall semester. Whether the inevitable was 
merely postponed or whether the reprieve will 
allow these 1 28 to ma.ke the appropriate ad­
justments remains to be seen . 
Although I do not expect the administration to 
take the Board's advice and create a policy "with 
some teeth," I think it is appropriate to call upon 
the administration to follow closely the academic 
work of these 1 28 students . No doubt they have 
all been informed that under Eastern's liberal policy 
for repeating courses, they may register for 
courses in which they earned Ds or Fs, and have 
the second grade figured into their GPA (the first 
grade merely appears on the transcri;>t but is not 
counted in the GPA). 
Toothless academic policies are nothing new. To 
prevent the academic experience at the university 
from becoming mere mush, however, will, require 
the efforts of us all-administrators, faculty, and 
students, including the students not on academic 
warning or probation. Bravo to the editoral staff of 
The Dally Eastern News for taking a strong 
News coverage goo 
headl'ine undesirable 
Ed itor: 
The Placement Center has sponsored sev 
special events this week. The two articles w 
by Ju l ie Lewis on the Minority In-Residence 
Program were accurate, timely and present 
the spirit of effective journal ism. 
The Eastern graduates and special guests 
sterl ing presentations, were inspirational and 
meaningful d ialogue with the students in at­
tendance.  I stated on several occasions that 
message delivered by each participant was t 
and that I d idn't  know how the general sess· 
could have been any better .  Thanks to Ro 
Duncan, Francene Gi lmer, Brian Leonard, Z 
Morris, Troy Richardson and a surprise guest 
Sandy Osei Agyeman. 
The results of the programs were positive 
plans are being made for 1 987. While the at· 
tendance could have been larger, I don't th" 
program deserved the negative headline that 
appeared in last Thursday's issue of the The 
Eastern News. The headline was not indica · 
the very successful and .satisfying event. 
Mayor does not fit happy city's image 
Imagine, if you will, a land where the minority 
controls the adult majority. 
Erase the idea of that land being foreign or led by a 
dictatorship blindfolding its subjects. Forget South 
Africa, the Phil ippines, the Soviet bloc, Thatcherland, 
etc . Instead look for a majority of citizens who live in 
a quasi-democracy and choose to b1indfold them­
selves. 
Welcome to the Friendly City of the Happy 
State-Charleston, Illinois.  
· But how could such a title be associated with a 
land where the subjects claim to be un happy and 
treated with no hospitality? Let's examine i t .  
The happy state's friendly city sounds like the ideal 
place for the 1. 8 kids, two cars and the dog. But can 
you put a p iano in- the front yard? No, so skip the 
piano. Plastic deer are much more safe . And happy . 
And because the "friendly city/happy state" title 
tricks people into believing it's the chic place to 
vacation, it's appropriately got a tourist tax. 
With all the tourists, it's got to have a big enough 
body of water nearby for a yacht club. I guess that's 
why we need to rebuild the dam pretty quick and get 
a yacht factory. 
And the friendly city has a university where all the 
"youngins" can get edgy-cated to prepare for 
managing the yacht factory or tending the bars. 
And on the weekends, they all go out to the pubs, 
let their hair down and have a beer. 
Whoops! I guess that's where the un­
friendly/unhappy part comes in. It has been 
proclaim�d that we must, I repeat, must keep those 
darned 1 8-year-olds out of the bars. 
Looking at 18-year-olds, this is not only unfriendly, 
but it could lead you to think the-hap-py state's ac-
Offbeat: 
. tu ally the state of confusion. Those same 1 
olds can get married, if they get the notion. 
also enter any kind of contract. They can be c 
for crimes as adults .  
On top of  a l l  that, 1 8-years-olds can vot 
there's where the majority in happy-friendly 
making justice truly bl ind and allowing thems 
be made unhappy. 
Even though they're sizable enoug 
hypothetically run the city anyway they 
students just don't vote . .  Even though t 
Council could be turned into a Student Sen 
real power, students just don't  vote . 
Taking _all that into consideration, it's 
confusing. I guess the students aren't 
anything, because most of them can't get 
barstools and into the voting booths. They' 
even energetic enough to register. 
Last year, 200 students voted in the fri 
elections. Maybe in a close race they could 
difference, but the point is that they should 
difference in every race. 
The result is that the friendly city will go 
forcing the laws its voting constituency wants 
So, if you were standing in Mayor Murray 
shoes, what voting bloc would you really sw 
I'll give you a hint: It's not the Eastern stud 
-Jim Allen is the city editor and a regular 
for The Daily Eastern News. 
Monday, February 10, 1986 
b practices ancient customs 
's Union Grand Ballroom 
location for a pretty unusual 
g Saturday. 
ghout the day, about 100 
, merchants , nobility and even 
were in attendance. 
occasion was a regional festival 
by the Illinois-Indiana 
m" of the Society for Creative 
nisms, a club in which 
ay people dress and act like 
from hundreds of years ago.  
Hughes, a Booth Library 
, is vice president of Eastern's  
. Clothed in a 1 6th century­
peasant dress, Hughes-or 
as she is known by SCA 
-explained some of the 
of the club. 
United States is divided into 
. The local chapter consists 
·s and Indiana. Each kingdom 
what time periods the club will 
of. 
· kingdom, the time period is 
500 and 1 700 A.O. , Hughes 
embers are required to dress 
a new name from those two 
costumes can be just about 
authentic. Some of the men in 
d went so far as to wear hand­
or. 
shape it, they hammer it. 
rge it just as they did in the 
es," Hughes said . 
freshman Barbara Smith, 
(treasurer) of the local 
chapter, wore a 14th century English 
outfit. Smith said she is in her first year 
with SCA. 
" It 's  a lot of fun.  It 's a little con­
fusing, but after a while you start 
getting in:to the swing of things, "  she 
said . 
Besides being fun, the club has other 
benefits, Smith added. 
"It relieves pressure for some 
people. You don't really think about 
your problems just then. You're 
having fun, doing something you like 
to do," she said. 
In one corner of the room, medieval 
and renaisance merchants sold their 
wares . 
Magic wands sold for $ 1 3  at one 
table. Karen Widdick, from Evan­
sville , Ind. , dressed as a member of the 
Scottish nobility . She said her husband 
is a metal worker who made all the 
items she had for sale . 
She also offered hand-made knives, 
inset with polished stones, jewelry and 
odd-looking two-tined forks that she 
said SCA members used in their feasts . 
At the next table, Jessica Widdick, 
dressed as a 1 5th to 1 6th century 
Italian renaisance noble, sold circlets , 
which are metal circles worn on the 
head to hold women's veils in place. 
She also offered an ornately crafted 
'mirror, '  made of highly polished 
metal, which worked surprisingly well . 
She said glass mirrors were not 
generally available at that time, and 
when they were they were extremely 
expensive .. 
Festivals such as Saturday's are a 
yearly event, Hughes said.  
"WHITE NIGHTS" 
4:30 • 7:00 PG-13 
''YOUNGBLOOD'' 
5:00 • 7:10 R 
''THE COLOR PURPLE'' 
PG-13 . S2 ALL SHOWS 4:45 • 7:45 BEF8f,�:P.M 
int Francis Medical Center 
College of Nursing 
Peoria, Illinois 
An upper division baccalaureate 
nursing program 
Now accepting applications 
for Fall, 1986 
For information on pre-nursing requirements 
OFFICE of ADMISSIONS 
COLLEGE of NURSING 
211 GREENLEAF ST. 
PEORIA, IL 61 603 
Phone: (309) 655-2596 
Learning is key to painter 
LISAVAZZI 
Staff writer 
Gretchen Ives has tangible proof 
of her ability to be a china painter. 
Ives , a sophomore from Newton, 
is one of few internationally 
registered china painters . 
According to Ives, as a registered 
painter she can apply her own 
register number and sticker to the 
china she paints , making them 
originals . 
However, Ives has not chosen to 
sell any of her own work, because 
each piece has been a learning 
experience, she said . 
" I  don't  paint on a paying basis . I 
do it for myself, " Ives said , adding 
that she'd like to start painting 
china doll faces. 
But selling the china she paints is 
still an option Ives reserves. 
Ives said the value of painted 
china usually increases each time it's 
sold . 
"If  people ever want to find out 
about the painter, they can look me 
up and find out my history in the 
book of internationally registered 
china painters , "  she said . 
Ives added that "a vase can run 
from $300 to $400 easily. It depends 
on what kind of piece it is, the 
amount of time the painter put into 
it ,"  among other things .  Ives said a 
small plate can run from $ 1 5-25 , but 
eventually most items increase in 
value. 
Ives said it is difficult to say how 
much a piece can sell for because it 
-- d . 
RICK STUCKEY/ Staff photographer 
Eastern sophomore Gretchen 
Ives shows off one of her china 
paintings. She says her valuable 
hobby is considered a learning 
experience. 
"depends on the accuracy of the 
painting . "  
Ives said she does scenes and 
floral designs , a project which can 
take more than four hours . 
However, despite her enthusiasm 
for the hobby, Ives believes the 
china painting trade is "kind of 
dying out ," adding that "not many 
young people get into it . "  
Party .. 
Students Against 
Multiple Sclerosis 
When: Monday Feb. 10th 
Where: ;'age� �rn 
(upstairs) 
Time: 9:00pm·1 :OOam 
·25c BEERS 
FREE . • • •  $2.00 cover charge 
Miller Give Aways! 
LIVE·DJ! 
Come Vote foryourfavorite 
. 
Rock-Alike_Contestant �.,·· . ) 
Sp�nsored by Miller � � 
.. 
Send classifieds to your fr_iends ! 
. l I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
l 
I ' I 
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Monday, February 1 0, 1 986 
REGISTER TO VOTE 
Coles County, Il l inois 
· Registration Deadl ine for upcoming primary 
and Home Rule Referendum: 
Feb 1 0 - By Student Registrars 
Feb 18 - By Coles County Clerk 
"We encourage you to register and vote in the· 
upcoming Home ·Rule Ele9tion. Home Rule gives the 
city the power to tax above current state taxe.s,­
limited only by the state constitution. It has been used· 
on Hotels, Race tracks, cigarettes, liquor, and even 
for a Wheel Tax. Traditionally, it taxes nonresidents or 
people who pass through towns giving little in 
financial support to city expenses. We feel that even 
·. though the city intends only to increase Sales tax by 
1 %, in the long run we are· vulnerable to additional 
taxes pointed at the students or university. " 
�Student Legislative Committee 
Registration Booths wi l l  be located. outsi _de 
the Residence Hal l food services Monday Feb 1 
Off _Campus Students can register at 
R�sidence Halls or through the Student 
Government office. (581-5522) 
Any qu�stions cal l the 
Student Government Office 
581-5522 
Monday, February 
-- ---�-- - - �- - - -
7 
ernment considers 
anization recognition 
tudent Awareness Committee 
t Government is working on 
ization of the month" club 
other ideas , Committee 
Terese Papa said . 
mester, the cpmmittee began 
tion day, ' '  and is planning to 
idea further . Papa said the 
a good way for a group or 
·on to earn recognition . 
dent Awareness Committee 
"th anything of concern to 
Papa said . 
The committee also hopes to get a 
clock donated and placed in the candy 
counter area of the Union, Papa said . 
Student Government committees use 
" legislative leadership , "  in which the 
committee chairs and the speaker share 
ideas and in return get feedback .  
When asked about the committee's  
long term goals , Papa said , "We're 
still in the playing stages because we're 
getting new members every week . "  
· The Student Awareness Committee 
meets at 6 p.m. on Thursdays in the 
Union walkway. 
_________ from pa,ge 1 
t repealing the utility tax than 
ld home rule, McLean added. 
rvey distributed to residents 
r meters, 80 percent of those 
supported home rule, 
said . The majority of these 
were not students, he added. 
t Senate stated one of their 
the semester was to register as 
dents to vote as possible 
e upcoming election. 
t registrars will register 
up until February 10 .  After 
, students can register at the 
court house through_February 1 8  and 
still be eligible to vote in the election. 
Charleston has about 1 9 , 500 
residents, with about 1 0,000 of these 
resfdents being Eastern students . 
Of these residents , only 4,000 people 
voted in the last election, McLean said . 
Students have the opportunity to be 
a voting majority if they will become 
involved in city issues, McLean added. 
Hopefully, people will read about 
home rule and understand it enough to 
do something about it, he added. 
_______ _.. rom page 1 
by turning out "such lowly 
et products" as the movies 
First Blood Part II " in 
Vietnam veteran tries to rescue 
s in Indochina, and " Red 
about a Soviet invasion of the 
not-too-surpri s i ng real i ty ,  
to i ndustry spokesmen, is  
ywood revolves around what 
entertains ,  not what . a 
nt finds offensive . 
le who are concerned about 
-� 'tJJ,,a 
DWEISER NITE 
alentine's Day 
Personals 
in the 
· y Eastern News! 
the Cold War want to cool it down and 
are upset (about such films) .  But it 's 
unmistakable that it ' s  profitable, "  said 
Harry Chotiner, production executive 
at Filmvest Inc.  in California . 
I ndependent  producer M a r k  
Rosenberg , former president of 
Warner Brothers' motion picture 
division, said he finds the anti-Soviet 
movies " politically offensive, but I 
would defend anyone's right to make 
them, and anybody's right to resist 
Soviet pressure . "  
* Breakfast * 
0e\ci>3'f\ Waffle with butter & maple syrup 
. . .  99¢ 
tf � 7 a . m .  � ; , r;� -thru -\� lO p . m .  
� 345- 1433 
. ._/ 
* Lunch * 
& Supper 
Chicken Salad 
or Tuna Salad with 
all the Fixins! 
Ines . . .  chips, med. drink 
$2.50 
Croissant . . .  25¢ extra 
Dormers - Sunday 
Night Special 
Buy a 1/2 lb . 
Sandwich with all 
the Fixins includes: 
• chips; med. drink and 
a sm.  cup or cone 
of yogurt $ 1 .  9� 
• 
• 
• 
• • •  
MAKE: THE DAY 
MORE SPECIAL 
SEND A 
BAL L OON 
BOUQUET 
Place your order now at the  U n ion  
ticket office ( 1 1 :00  a.m . - 3 :00 p .m .)  
for February 1 4th del ivery 
'-----
• •• 
________ Phone _____ _ Sender's Name 
Delivered to Whom _______ Phone _____ _ 
Date to be Delivered ______________ _ 
Address�------------------­
Balloon Choice ( Please check) : 
Happy Valentine's Day ( Red) 
Be Mine ( Red) 
P . S .  I Love You ( Red) 
I Luv You Beary Much ( Red) 
With All My Love ( Pink) ___ _ 
... MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR. E!I UNIVERSITY UNION 
Please enclose payment or bring to Union Ticket Office 
or call 58 1 - 5 1 2 2  1 1  : 00 a . m : -3 : 00 p . m .  
QUIT FIDDLING AROUND! _ 
RliD THI DAILY R!STIRN NIW8 . 
' 
" 
The heat is on. 
This summer may be your last �hance to 
graduate from college with a degree and an 
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTCs 
six-week Basic Camp now. See .your 
Professor of Mil itary Science for details. 
But hurry. The ti 1ne is short . 
The space is l imited. The heat is on. -
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Any questions , contact 
Captain Miller at 58 1 -5944 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
CAESAR'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERY 
IS .. . 
__ o_:_/fis T 
-- · · -···· ·· · · · · · ·•••!II• • · · · · ······· ·· l Large 5· Smal l  
: One Ingredient . 5 . One l�gredie 
: Pizza and a Quart • Pizza and a Q 
• . • 
· 5so • IOf Coke . . . . . . • Of Coke . . . . . .  I Caesar's 345-2844 : Caesar 's  345·28 
a Good Mon. - Thur. Only • Good Mon. - Thur. Only 
......... - . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . ..  
_Two Big Events 
For the most romantic day of the 
The Dai 
c g 
Tuesday , February· 
included . 
ift Guide 
Complete the form on page 1 urn it by Tuesday, February 
' . 
Make this Valentine 's Day extra special. 
' . 
_..iiiililiilililririlia ........ ___ Miii_iloillnlldlliam, F11eilibiilrliluajr..._1ii!loilii'mrlls:l9mi8ll6m·m:::i--111a--------111:1::M�m9· , . " · 
... ....................... . . . . ...... ... ic ial tal ks about voti ng 
local primary election 
week at the front desks in Pemberton , 
Stevenson, Taylor, Lawson, Andrews, 
Director Lou Hencken said Carman, Weller, McKinney and Ford 
sday ' s  Residence Hall  residence halls . 
n meeting that he is en- The RHA receives no profit from the 
students to register to vote in whistle sales . 
arch 18 primary election. In other business, the RHA budget 
voting in the local election was approved with only two of 37  
' ne the  fate of a referendum I members opposing . rule in Charleston. 1 One revision in the budget, which 
· ion in the Illinois Con- includes expenditures of $3,763 ,  was 
allows cities broader taxing 1 made because a conference was 
authority to restructure its ' canceled. ..... 
t through referendums . An additional $25 may go toward 
arleston , because the  1 the purchase of equipment and $ 100 
is under 25 ,000, home rule may be spent for the National Con-
e to be approved by voters . ference of College University 
n officials have hinted that Residence Halls . 
impose a 1 percent sales tax Also, the theme "Come Play With 
· g except autos, · mobile I the Muppets at EIU" was chosen for 
medicine. .' Little People's  Weekend, April 25-27 . 
, some students and faculty t In addition , Assistant Housing 
to determine ways to make ; Director. Patrick Bradley reported that 
in Coles County easier. 1 120 applications have been picked up 
n,  the RHA has purchased 1 for about 50 · resident assistant 
which will be sold for positions available next year. 
Applications will be available until 
des, to be used only in case Feb . 1 7 ,  Bradley said. 
cy, may be on sale next 
ership 
itor ' s  position available soon 
'ons for Daily Eastern of the fall and/or spring semesters of 
r in chief will be made the 1 986-87 school year. The fall 
by the newspaper's adviser semester editor' s term begins April 1 .  
ursday. The Publications Board will appoint 
'cations must be submitted the editor after its executive committee 
. m. Thursday at the News reviews the nomination from David 
Buzzard Building. Reed, Eastern's  adviser to student 
can app!��or
_
e
_
ditor in chief I publicat!<?ns, Fe�: � _ 
NGRATULATIONS 
to our New 
Delta Zeta Initiates 
Jennifer Mueller 
Louise Nix 
A. Jeanine Normoyle Trish Nusbau m  . p · sa apa 
eebles 
tevens 
Vasko 
......... -.. y Watkins 
r1JI'.._.._._...,....., ennifer White 
Laura Zefeldt 
Love Your 
Sisters 
• • 
: UNWANTED HAIR? : 
• • 
: Get Rid of it Permanently with : 
• • 
: Electrolysis : I Free Consultation & initial treatment with this coupon : 
5 Z's Hair Design 2lfs�J��i' 5 �································••111••� 
GREEK H IGHf! 
* 7 5¢ 1 6  oz . Drafts 
* Get in FREE if wea ring letters 
but no pinsm 
* DANCE ALL NIGHT LONG 
Dine in our restaurant 
and get into the Disco FREE, A N Y  NIGHT! 
348-838 7 ,p- 1 40 5  4th St. 
A S I D E I N T E R E S T 
Add Interest to whatever you wear. Beginning at the feet. 
Now you can put your best side forward. With no side 
at all .  An accent so subtle, yet different enough 
that everyone wil l  take interest. 
Red or 
Black patent  leather 
Other new 
styles 
in pastels 
"Sheena" 
$44 
INY ART ' S  SHOES 
North Side of Charleston's Square 
. .. 
Monday ' s  
1 0  February 1 0, 1 986 Classified ads 
Report errors lmmedletely et 581 ·281 2. A 
wlll eppeer In the next edition. Uni., 
cennot be responsible for en Incorrect Id 
Insertion. Deedllne 2 p.m. previous dlly. 
-Monday' s  MServices Offered 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, excellent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT 
West Park Plaza. 345-6331 . 
________1 /00 
ti For Rent 
Leasing now; houses; 3 
bedrooms furnished for 5 girls; 
close to E . 1 . U .  Excellent 
condition, laundry facilities. 
$6.00 per month. 345-7286 . 
________2/ 1 2  
Digest 
" M y  Secretary , "  word TV" Crossword processing service: Letters, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• papers, resumes, etc . Call 
Millie at 345- 1-1 50. 
leasing for fall; 1 ,2 ,  and 3 
bedroom furnished apart­
ments. Close to E . 1 . U .  Ex­
cellent condition, laundry, off­
street parking. 345-7 286. 
________2/ 1 2  
Now's the time 
you hate your r 
house on Fourth 
BRs only $ 1 25 es! 
1 5 1 8. Hurry! 
3:30 p.m. 
9-Mask 
1 0-Waltons 
1 2-Mister Rogers' Neigh­
borhood 
1 5-She-Ra: Princess of 
Power 
38-Tranzor Z 
4:00 p.m. 
2-Jeopardy! 
3--0uincy 
9-Transformers 
1 2-3-2· 1 Contact 
1 5-Diff'rent Strokes 
1 7-Love Connection 
38-1 Dream of Jeannie 
4:30 p.m. 
2-People's Court 
9-G . I .  Joe 
1 0-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5-Jeffersons 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
38-Flying Nun 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Rocky Road 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 0-News 
3-Newscope 
9-Good Times 
1 5-Jeopardy! 
1 7-People's Court 
38-let's Make a Deal 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Down to Earth 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News 
9-Jeffersons 
1 2-Nightty Business Report 
38-Perfect Match 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Safe at Home 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-Newlywed Game 
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer 
Newshour 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
8:05 p.m. 
5-Mary Tyler Moore 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Money-How To Make It 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Bob Newhart 
1 0-Price is Right 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
1 7-Newlywed Game 
38-Three's Company 
6:35 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-TV's Bloopers & 
Practical Jokes 
3,  1 0-Scarecrow & Mrs. King 
9-Dempsey & Makepeace 
1 2-Wonderworks 
1 7  ,38-Hardcastte and 
McCormick 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Promise Her 
Anything . "  ( 1 966) Lightweight 
romantic satire with child 
psychology and burlesque 
movies as its targets. 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Movie :  "An Officer and 
a Gentleman. "  
3 ,  1 0-Kate & Allie 
9-Greatest American Hero 
1 2-American Playhouse 
1 7  , 38-Movie: " Harem" 
concludes amid plots and 
counterplots presaging 
revolution. 
8:30 p.m. 
3-Newhart 
9:00 p.m. 
3-Cagney & Lacey 
9-News 
1 2-Actors Theatre Presents! 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Gunsmoke 
9:30 p.m. 
9-News 
1 2-American Indian Artists 
1 0:00 p.m. 
3 , 1 0, 1 7-News 
9-INN News 
AC ROSS 
I " Thl' K i ng 
5 Ant i t ox i ns 
9 Oon dot lws 
14 C a r rot s '  
65 " Thl' -- Of 
Texas . . .  " 
66 Hl'brt•w 
mt'asure 
1 2  Shi pped out 
1 3 Fast plane 
18 Church nook 
1 9 At t empt 
com pan ions 
1 5 A son of Sl't h 
1 6  Ra m blt•s 
1 7  Schol a r .  
usua l l y  from 
abroad 
20 Ma kl's a cup of 
t l'a 
21 P n•ssing 
22 W a t chman i n  
uni form 
25 K i nd of  ri b  or 
l i nw 
29 Exist  
:'6 -- t ra p  
( prl'pa n•s t o  
t•nsna n• )  
:IS Top-not c h  
DOWN 
I S w i ngl'rs in a 
jung le 
2 Ba rbl•t"s ca I I  
3 F i s h  o f  t he 
c a rp fa m i l y  
4 " Who --, 
Lord . . .  " : 
J ohn 9 : :!6 
5 Touch.  e . g .  
6 S c h .  subject 
7 Caviar  
8 Guarantee 
9 Pha rmacist ' s  
concern 
IO Took a cab 
1 1  F i ft y-f if ty 
:16 Pil'rn"s asst•nt ....__. __ _._ 
:17 L i m i t  of 
rt 'S< >u n:es 
:18 Apprl'n t i n•s i n  
c l a s s room s  
4 I K noblwd 
42 l 'OSSl'SS 
4:1 Tlw n• fon• 
44 S t ra igh t up 
45 l' lw m i c a l  
s u f f i x  
4 6  l m i t a t l' 
1wacoc ks . i n  a 
wav 
4 7  l ' oim• out  of a 
cavl' 
49 M l' l a nchol v .  in 
.Pa ri s · 
5:1 l'aUSt' 
:; : · . . . , . . i t u t ion for 
fttt l trl' 
i n s t ruc t o rs 
6 1  " T i nv A f i c p "  
p l a y�Tighl . 
_ ,:::62 .-\ r m v  mt>ss 
6:1 l\latli - id roonJ 
64 St rangt• 
23 Perl . t o  
seamen 
24 A musical  
i n t erval 
25 Use glue 
26 Opposi t e of 
s t a tor 
27 H a b i t u a t e  
28 R e d  Bordeaux 
w i ne 
30 J i ffy 
31 The c l ea r  sky 
. 32 As t o  t ha t  
33 Tw i l led fabric 
34 Hot c rime 
3 6  Qua rt er of four 
37 W a l lop 
39 N . Y .  t i me zone 
40 P i t cher 
1 2-0octor Who 
38-Twilight Zone 
1 0:05 p.m. 
5-National Geographic 
Explorer 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-News 
3-MASH 
9-Trapper John, M . D. 
1 0-Remington Steele 
1 2-Movie: "Captain Blood. "  
( 1 935) Errol Flynn became a 
top star in this magnificent 
version of Rafael Sabatini's 
swashbuckling novel of the 
Caribbean pirate days. 
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Sanford And Son 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Tonight 
3-Hart to Hart 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
9-Movie: "Band of Angels ."  
( 1 957) A well-acted drama . 
dealing with miscegenation in 
the Old South. 
1 7-0ne Day at a Time 
38-Nighttine 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: Carol Burnett and 
Ala Arkin are "Chu Chu and 
the Philly Flash" ( 1 98 1 l, two 
losers caught up in political 
intrigue in Manhattan. 
Midnight 
2, 1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
3-More Real People 
1 7-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 2:05 a.m. 
5-Movie: "City Beneath the 
Sea."  ( 1 97 1 )  Tale about a 
scheme to steal the Nation's 
nuclear and gold supplies 
from a submerged metropolis. 
1 2:30 p.m. 
2, 3-News 
45 Punish 
46 Pare 
47 F rench season 
48 Enla rges 
49 Fa r :  Comb. 
form 
50 Physics 
Nobel i s t  : 1 944 
51 Champagne 
bucket 
52 Place for t ools 
54 Too 
55 Somet h i ng t o  
b e  sewed 
56 S t a re 
a morously 
57 Close by 
58 Playing 
m a rble 
59 Bashful  
60 C eda r Rapids 
i nst i t u t ion 
See page 1 1f or answers • 
_________ 4/4 
GET A JOB FAST WITH A 
COPY-X RESU E M !  FAST 
S E V IC E , LOW P R I C E S ,  
L A R G E  S E LECTION OF 
F O R M ATS , TYP E D  O R  
TYPESET. NEAR CAMPUS AT 
207 LINCOLN. 345·63 1 3 . 
________2/00 
Help Wanted 
Need extra money? Sell 
Avon! Call 359· 1 5 77 or 1 · 
800-858-8000. 
________ 1 100 
Baby sitter needed for Friday 
night and Saturday morning. 
1 2  yr. old boy. Call collect 
895· 2 386.  
-------,--21 1 1  
OVERSEAS JOBS . . .  Summ· 
e r . y r . ro u n d .  E u ro p e ,  S .  
Ame r . , Austral i a ,  Asia .  All 
f ie lds .  $900·2000 mo .  
Sightseeing.  Free info. Write 
IJC, PO Box 52· 1l-3 Corona 
Del Mar. CA 92625. 
________ 317 
Active family needs help 
organ i z i n g  & maintaining 
household . Duties include 
p i c k i n g  u p ,  c l e an i n g ,  
organizing drawers, cup­
boards,  etc. Call between 6-
1 Op.m. 345-5976.  
�--------2/ 1 0  
Catering help for Union 
C a t e r i n g  S e r v i c e .  
Waiters/Waitresses, Kitchen 
help n e e d e d .  Start i m­
mediately. Prior food service 
experience preferred . Ap­
plicatons available in food 
service office located in Union. 
_________2/ 1 2 
I need someone to help me 
Learn Spanish. 345- 5607 ask 
for Linda. 
2/1 4 
Excellent Income for part 
time home assembly work . For 
info . call 504·64 1 -8003 Ext. 
9202. 
_______ 2/3, 1 0  
Rides/Riders 
commute MWF from 
Louisville VIA Teutopolis­
Looking for and riders. Call 
Susan . 6 1 8-66 5- 4 1 69 . 
________2/1 0 
ft Roonunates 
S U B L E A S E R  N E E D E D, 
1 00/MONTH, MODERN APT, 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, LOW 
UTILITIES. CALL 345-9253 
OR 345·27 7 7  . 
---- ____ 2/ 1 7  
f i For Rent 
Summer and fall, 2 bedroom 
furnished.  Heritage Woods 
locatio n .  Wil l· be newly 
redecorated; 4 people. Year 
lease. 348- 7 746.  
________ 1 100 
S U B L E A S E R ( S )  F O R  
SUMMER 1 986 2 BEDROOM 
APT. FURNISHED. CLOSE TO 
C A M P U S .  N E GOTIABLE 
PRICE . JIM-345-9503. 
________2/ 1 4  
THREE ROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENT, SPRING-SU­
MMER. FREE MONTH. MEN. 
345-4846. 
�--------2/ 1 4  
SUMMER SU BLEASE RS:  
Close to campus, furnished, 2 
bedreooms for 3 girls , very 
nice . Call after 4 : 30 ,  34f·-
1 472. 
�--------2/ 1 1 
Renting for Summer, Fall 
'86, and Spring '87 ,  Ratts Polk 
St. and Ratts University Dr. 
Furnished townehouses, 2 
bedroom $ 1 45.  person for 3 
$ 1 22.  person for 4 .  All but 
three are newly carpeted. 
Summer rent $ 1 50. flat for 
2 , 3 , or 4 people. One month 
rent security deposit. 9 mo. 
lease. Call 345-6 1 1 5 . 
________ 2/00 
4 room (2 bedroom) apart­
ment. Call 345:2384 . 
Name 
P hone 
Address 
Ad to read 
U nder classif ication of :  
Two-one b 
Close to campus, 
parking, excellent 
Leasing for June 1 
1 st-$250 .00 
7387 after 4p.m. 
S U M M E R  ANi 
APARTMENTS 
NOW. Several 
Phone 345-7 746. 
Dates to run _________ .....,. 
COST : 14 cents per word first day , 1 
per word each consecutive day 
( m inimum 10 words) . Student rate half 
ad MUST be paid for in advance . PL 
checks for amounts less than $ 1 . 00. 
Found ads are run FRl;E for three day 
Place ad and money in envelope 
in Daily Eastern News box in Union 
one busin_ess day before it is to run . 
reserves the right to edit or refuse 
sidered l ibelous or in bad taste. 
Student? (Student rate half· 
price) D Yes D No 
Payment:  
·-· Campus clips 
- -· 
Red Cross Blood Drive Committee will have a 
general meeting Tuesday, Feb. 1 1  at 3:45 p.m. 
in the University Union Charleston-Mattoon 
Room for all those interested in helping out with 
the blood drive. All newcomers welcome. 
The Counseling Center will have a workshop 
Tuesday, February 1 1  from 7 · 9 p. m .  at The 
Counseling Center. The workshop, "Career 
Choice Workshop,"  presented by David T. Baird 
of the Counseling Center, will focus on self 
assessment, teach decision-making skills and 
put you in touch with a variety of resources on 
careers, employment trends and the realities of 
the workplace. (CALL TO REGISTER) .  
Alpha Phi  Omega will have a meeting 
Monday, Feb. 1 0  at 5 :30 p.m. in life Science 
room 20 1 . All pledges and actives are required 
to attend. 
Campus. Clips are published 
charge, as a public service to the 
should be submitted to The 
office by noon one business 
be published (or date of 
should include event, name 
organization (spelled out -
abbreviations) , .date, time and 
plus any other pertinent inf 
phone number of submitter 
Clips containing conflicting 
formation will not be run if 
contacted .  Clips will be 
available. Clips submitted after 
day cannot be guaranteed 
be run one day only for any 
be taken by phone. 
Monday' s  
y 1 0, 1 986 Classified ads 
For Rent <} A n nounct" m t> n t �  BLOOM COUNTY 
room apartments 
Phone 348-
______ 1 /00 
For Sale 
now. houses, 3 
ished for 5 girls: 
E. I .  U .  Excellent 
ndry facil it ies. 
th 345- 7 2 8 6 .  
...._ ___ .2 / 1 4 
___ 2 / 1 0 
·ption glasses 
& tinted lenses) . 
the vicinity of 
call Lisa 345-
A l p h a  
6 : 30 
Tropical Tanning : Students 
tan for $ 3 . 5 5 ,  2 0 1  Richmond 
East , Mattoon.  234- 7 1 4 1 . 
________ 1 /00 
A TEDDY N '  TOTE WITH 
KISSES & BALLOONS FOR 
VALENTINE'S DAY ! U P  U P  & 
AWAY BALLOONERY 1 503 
7th St . 345-946 2 .  
________ 2 / 1 2 
llNP 50 fiF'fB? me Kf/5Kfc5 CUT 
WITH Cf/T!E)f .J()llN, I Roa- 11 
5lfA TVKTU W€S7Wlll?P 11#11(.. 
11fel/Sf/1<€ Hf/�!? Ma f/SH€K 
PICKefl Mt f/f'. l/fiff( ACCIP€N­
T111.LY l<NOCKIN& /rt& ON 7H€' 
Nr.wte WllH II Ga/1 /N601, 
1!£f{CGf CA<MIN& llW/€5111 _, 
IE mrJfff/J Me Off 
SPRING BREAK · on the 
' beach at South Padre Islan d ,  
D a y t o n a  B e a c h ,  F o r t  
Lauderdale,  Fort Walton Beach 
or M u s tan g I s l a n d / P o r t  
Aransas from o n l y  $ 8 9 ;  and 
ski ing at Steamboat or Vail from 
only $86!  Deluxe lodging , 
parties, goodie bags ,  more . . .  
H u rry . call Sunchase Tours for 
more information and reser­
vations toll free 1 - 800- 3 2 1 -
5 9 1 1 TODAY ! When your 
Spring B reak counts . . .  count 
on Sunchase . 
________ 3/ 1 4  
WHERE WERE YOU WHE N  
KENNEDY W A S  SHOT? 
________,2 / 1 0 
RIVIERA TAN SPA: Student 
Special . Feb. 1 0- 1 4 .  $3 . 7 5 .  6 
super beds with face tanner.  
________.2 1 1 5 
IN MIAMI. 
\ 
PSSSf/ 
0fNKU:.Y.�. 
(Nf,R f£R£ .� .. 
� 
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
W I N  A COLOR TV: Feb.  1 5 . at 
7 : 00P . M  . .  Buzzard gym.  the 
E . 1 . U .  ROTC Dept . .  is spon­
sori ng a Lincol n ' s  Birthday 
Costume Dance . Admission is 
$ 1  beforehand and $ 1  . 50 at 
the door. There wi l l  be door 
prizes and a drawing fr a color 
TV. You don't have to be 
present to win .  
Doonesbury 
2 1 1 4 
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL • 
AND SAFE . Join NARAL . Free 
referal . 345- 9 2 8 5 .  
c/M , ROO 
It 's Coming ! !  
___ _____ 2 1 1 1 
Tri-Sigmas . Have a G REAT 
week! ' !  
, ___ 2 / 1 0 
HI p1 BE GOOD OR GET A 
SKUNKIN SPANKING.  BiloL 
____ , ____ 2 , 0 
DEL TS : We'l l  "Twist" the 
n ight away with you anytime' 
We had a lot of fun . Love , THE 
ALPHA GAMS. 
THER&'5 THt3 
�! 
I 
________ 2 1 1 0 I APPREC/-
R O B  I N  H O O D ' S  ATE Y()(JR. 
GIRLFRIEND, I DON'T KNOW j CAll/N6, 
ABOUT BROTH ER GALE , BUT , Mil<& • .  
BROTHER GATE AND I CAN 
- "Z 
S U R E  C R U ISE A MEAN ° \ 
TONKA TRUCK! H A !  CARE ! 
TO SEE THE WOR Lb FROM A • 
NEW ANGLE? WARPED?! 
W H A T ' S  9 0 3 ?  W H AT ' S  
OCTOBER 8th?! l 'M SO 
CONFUSED ! C ALGON TAKE 
ME AWAY ! !  J C . -ALIAS JOE 
COLLEG E .  P . S .  TO PROTECT 
THE I N NOCENT! P . S . S  WANT 
TO SEE MY l . D . ?  HA!  
________ 2 / 1 0 
NOT AT All, Z. 
I KNOW HOW 
fONlJ 'tVIJ "6E 
(Y [)(Jl<C .. 
/ 
WANTED :  PERSONAL MAID 
TO C LEAN & COOK FOR 
ACTIVE BAC H LOR . IDEAL 
FOR G I R L  WHO COULD USE 
EXTRA CAS H .  $ 2 5  per week. 
348- 0 6 7 8 ,  DENNIS.  
Mix'il �ut& 
______ 2 / 1 0 
Anti-Violence 
Volunteers 
C e n t e r  for N o n - v i o l e n c e  
Education seeking full-time staff. 
Lodging, $ 1 50/mo. , & health 
coverage. Public interest research 
and publishing on aggression, 
developing courses on non­
violence and operating National 
Coalition on Television Violence 
(TV, films, war toys, sports, etc. ) .  
Next t o  University o f  Ill inois. One 
year commitment with $1 000 
separation stipend. Student loans 
d e f e r a b l e .  2 1 7 - 3 8 4 - 1 9 2 0 .  
Resume to Thomas Radecki, M . D . ,  
Box 2 1 5 7 ,  Champaign IL 6 1 620. 
PRESTIGIOUS . 
Chanel le's Dai ly 
Oftice Hrs,M-f_9:5-Sat1 0-
ll5TEN, It/HY lXINT 'IOll JOIN 
tlS 10Nl6ffT, OKAY� J. J. '5 
af3NING HER LAV�Y SHOW 
fJOMN HE/le AT C1.ll8 5TlJP 'N' 
/ �  
Report errors Immediately et 581 ·281 2. A correct ad 
will appear In the next edition. Unleaa notified, we 
cannot be responsible for en Incorrect ad after Its tfrst 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
l l 
by Berke Breathed 
..... �������--.... 
1HllT'S 
rr r  711/TT'S 
IT. 
CONGRlm/tllTIONS 
CW 1H€ MOfJT 
Rll?/Cl//,.{)(/S 
f't.0( 1Wl5TS 
77J ClffTC. 
' , '  
I 
. A CW5€.T FUU,. OF 
. COVR'fl'.,Ol/5 ANXleTI£v 
15 OF CIV!3IOV5 
. COMi-ORf. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
� Q)_ - 1 0- elo  
' J  
Monday' s  
1 2  February 10, 1 986 Classified ads 
Report errors lmmedletely e t  5111·281 2. 
will eppur In the next edition. Unte. 
cennot be responsible for en lncorrlCI 
ln1er1lon. Deedllne 2 p.m. previous dly. 
<) A n n o unc r m r n t !>  � A n noun c r m r n t '>  <} A n nouncr m r n h  
-Co l l e g i a te B u s i n e s s  Prince Charles-How about ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA IS 
Women-Important meeting my PHONE CALL? Lady Di. HAVING AN INFORMATIONAL 
scheduled for February 1 1 ,  2/1 0 MEETING . FEB.  1 0  AT 6 : 30 
6: 00p.m.  BH 307 . Please be . L I E S A  B E E R :  p . m .  in THE KANSAS ROOM 
there. congratulations on getting IN THE UNION . COME! SEE 
_______ 2/1 1 lavaliered! Way to go, Jeff! !  WHAT WE'RE ALL ABOUT! 
ATTENTION WOMEN OF Love, the TRl-SIGS. 2/1 0 
EIU: Alpha Sigma Alpha is 2/1 0 CONGRATU LATIONS KA-
hav i n g  an informational  Riviera Tan S�: 6 super REN ROSCH E  on being 
meeting Feb. 1 0 , at 6 : 30 p . m .  beds, built- in face tanner and awarded Miss Congeniality! ! 
in the Kansas room of the casette stereo . Friday , Love, the Delta Zetas. 
union . Come see what we are Saturday special $4.00.  235- ________ 2 / 1 0 
all about. 001 2 .  Jay Pawlak-Thank-you for 
_______ 2/1 0 
SWEETHEART SPECIAL:  
Mary Kay Feb.  sale .  Call Chris, 
345-6708 .  Hurry-prices go up 
Feb. 1 6 . 
_______ 2!1 4 
CONGRATULATIONS TH­
ERESE PAPA on being chosen 
Outstanding Pledge! Love, the 
Delta Zeta Actives. 
_____ 2/1 0 
Kim, Glad you're OK! ! Just a 
little concerned. Take care. 
See Ya Soon. JC . 
_______ 2/1 0 
CONGRATULATIONS! TO 
THE NEW TKE PLEDGES! 
LOVE, MERI , CAROL, LORI ,  
COURTNEY , & DANA. 
_______ 2/27 al l  your love and support in the 
ROSES FOR $ 1 .00 Surprise last 1 3  months! I LOVE YOU , 
that special person in your l ife Stephanie. 
with LONG-ST E M , R E D  2/1 0 
ROSES on Valentines' Day! DIANA D E M PSEY-Have 
· Includes message and delivery you eaten at Hardees lately? 
on-campus. Orders taken Feb. 2/1 0 
5- 1 1 in Coleman stairwell .  Sigma Nu-the function was 
Sponsored by S.A.M.  a blast! The Alpha Sigs will be 
_______ 2/1 1 your Valentines any day! 
Send that special someone a 2 / 1 0 
flower on Valentines Day. Don't MISS IT! ! !  Students 
Carnations for sal&-place Against Multiple Sclerosis are 
orders Feb. 6-7 in ASB lobby putting on a party , Mon. - Feb. 
or Feb. 1 0· 1 1  in the Union 1 0th on the top of Page One. 
( 1 1 :00- 2 : 00). We will deliver There will be a $ 2 . 00 cover 
on campus and to Greek charge, and . 25 beers. Come 
houses. There will be a pick up join in the fun and support a 
location for off-campus orders. good cause! 
_______ 2/1 1 - ________ ,2/1 0 
·- - - - - -couPoN------· 
il KATER'S 
KLEANERS 
704 JACKSON 345-6336 
ANY GARMENT 
99¢ 
Offer Expi res-Sat. Feb. 1 5  
Free Pickup and Delivery Not Available 
Excludes leather and Suede 
COUPON MUST Accompany All Items 
'-- - - - - -C..OU.PON, _ _ _ _ _  _. 
408 6th St . ,  Charleston 
345-5 1 1 7 
CHARLESTON TANNING CENTER 
$29.00 for 10 sessions 
* Tan ·Under Cool Fans * Two Large Wolfe 
and Tropical Music Tanning Beds .  
Call Between 7 : 30 a . m . - 1 1 : 00 for Appointments 
Appointments Anytime Anyday & Evenings Mon . -Sat . 
Open 7 : 30 a . m . -8 : 30 p . m .  1 505 Jackson Ave . 
348-541 1  (Across from Eastside) 
- - .� 
Send Your Sweetie o ; . - •·) 
a warm thought ,<:)<;;> 
with a 
c:> � - "  ' ' ·� Valentines Day . •  :· :_ _  · _  
Personal , ( 
Don 't wait another day or you may miss 
showing just how much you care 
with a Valentine's Day personal. 
The deadline for submitting 
Valentine's Day personals 
is Tuesday, Feb.  1 1 . 
<J A nnounct m t n t s  
ALPHA S I G M A  ALPHA 
RUSH, Feb. 1 0 , 1 986,  6 : 30-
7 : 30 p . m .  Kansas Rm. All 
i nterested women please 
attend. For more info call 345-
6784.  
-----"----2 / 1 0 
ALPHA SIG&- The Red & 
White Party was loads of fun . 
Let's Funtion again soon-The 
Sig Nu's.  
_______ 2/1 0 
HOT SPOT! PLAZA! 600N . 
Lowered $ 1 2 9 .  This Week! 
345- 7289,  5 8 1 -568 1 . 
_______ 2 / 1 3 
Phi Sigma Sigma Alpha 
Pledge class. Congratulations! 
You guys are all GREAT! Love 
Ya, LaRon . 
.. 2/ 1 0  
LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL 
KIND OF HOME? PHI SIGMA 
SIGMA MAY BE JUST WHAT 
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR IN A 
SOROR ITY . F E B .  1 1  t h  
8:00p.m. RATHSKELLER.  
________2/1 0 
Golly Gee, Beav! PLAZA 
$ 1 29?!? Golly Wally, what will 
MOM say? 345-7289, 581 -
568 1 . 
_______ 2/1 1 
<} A n n o un c t' m t' n t '><} A nno 
SEND OUR LITTLE DEVIL Hey Alpha 
BALLOON BO-K TO YOUR CONGRATULA 
F A V O R I T E  G U Y  F O R  is No. 1 and 
VALENTINES DAY ! UP.UP & bananas. "  Sist 
AWAY BALLOONERY 1 503 K . P .S .  Do . 
7th St. 345-946 2 .  share? 
_______ 2 / 1 2 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH . 
Feb . 1 O & 1 1 th .  All interested 
women cal l for more in­
formation . ALPHA SIGMA 
ALPHA 345-603 2 .  
_______ 2/1 0 
Classified advertisements 
are a great way to show a 
friend you care. 
_______ h-00 
ALLAN B U E L  HAPPY 
B I RT H D A Y !  YOU PARTY 
ANIMAL! LOVE, MERI . 
_______2/1 0 
TODD WALDHOFF: Mr.  
Rhythm say, "Happy 2 2nd 
Birthday!"  You're welcome 
Banos, Amy, Tonya, Dawn and 
Barbara. 
_________ 2 1 1 0 
SPRING BREAK ! !  PARTY ! !  
PLAZA! PLANTATION! $ 1 29.  
This Week! 345-7289,  58 1 -
568 1 . 
_______ 2/1 3 
V110UIK PRINT Byrd's Clea 
Located on S. 4 .._ _f PRINTING & COPY SERVICE ]-----
• Flyers 
• Memo Pads 
• Booklets 
• Wedding Invitations 
CHARLESTON EFFINGHAM 
�12 1 7)345-6331 (2 1 7)347-0220...; 
around the 
curve 
M-F 
6 : 30-5 Byrd's 
at . 8- 1 2  
Co"g1tatuQatio"g 
J\:my ffieQQetc 
A <I> 'g new cAQumtti itlitiate 
�ove you/! 
gigfof!g 
Show that special someone 
you care enough to make the effort . 
Stop in Buzzard North Gym 
and place an ad TODA YI 
to appear Friday , February 1 4  
i n  The Daily Eastern News 
1 0¢ a word 
1 5  word min imum 
Place your personal ad at The Daily Eastern News 
Buzzard North Gym 
NAME 
ADDRESS ________ PHON __ _ 
MESSAGE�������������
Art (•1 extra) 
Choose One a) b) 
Monday, February 10, 1986 
___ from page 1 6  Black Hawks , Flyers skate 
ns . 
llins did exactly what we 
io do, " Samuels said . 
had stymied us a little bit 
first half. Jon finds the 
kes the shot that 's  there, he 
'de a couple times. "  
ers, however, don't  have 
· h on the victory as they 
Western Illinois for an 
onday night matchup. 
ers moved into a second­
.th the Leathernecks and 
Missouri, the result of 
1-67 loss Saturday to the 
· sly a game in which we 
mentally and emotionally 
·nutes ," Samuels said. 
factor in the game will be 
sided 8 1 -68 win over 
Lantz Gym earlier this 
that we beat them here 
out the game fairly 
early will stick in their minds, "  
Samuels said . "My feeling is that we 
have to play 1 5  to 20 points better than 
they play there to win . "  
Collins' next two points will place 
the All-American candidate at the 
1 ,500-point plateau for his Panther 
career. 
The game can be heard on WLBH­
FM (97) . Broadcast time begins at 7 :20 
p . m .  
Northern Iowa (52) 
Robinson 6 0-0 1 2, Kraayenbrink 7 5-6 1 9, 
Plondke 4 0-0 6, WiHiams 0 0- 1  0, Nurse 1 0-0 
2, Harris 3 1 · 1 7, McOennott 1 2-2 4. Tolals 
22-53 8- 1 2  52. 
Eaatem (88) 
Collins 8 O·O 1 6, K. Duckworth 6 5·7 1 7, R. 
Duckworth 2 2·5 6, Crook 6 0-0 1 2 , Evans 2 O· 
0 4, Murphy 0 2·2 2, Taylor 2 1 ·3 5, West 0 O· 
0 0, Peavey 0 O·O 0, Strickland 1 0-0 2 .  Totals 
27-54 1 4·22 68. 
Rebounds-Eastern 39 (K.' Duckworth 1 2) ,  N. 
Iowa (Nurse 6). Assists-Eastern 1 2  (Evans 6), 
N. Iowa 1 0  (Wdliams 5). Steals-Eastern 6 
(Crook 3) , N. Iowa (Nurse 4). 
Halftime-Eastern 32, N. Iowa 26. 
This Spring Break, if you and your friends 
are thinking about heading to the slopes, the 
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound� can 
take you there. For only $99 or less , round trip. 
From February 15 through April 27 , all you 
do is show us your college student l .D .  card 
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will 
to 2-2 overtime deadlock 
CHICAGO (AP)-Ilkka Sinisalo 
scored a goal midway through the final 
period Sunday to give the Philadelphia 
Flyers a 2-2 National Hockey League 
overtime tie with the Chicago Black 
Hawks. 
The Black Hawks .  managed to 
stretch their first-place lead over the 
idle St. Louis Blues in the NHL's 
Norris Division to seven points and the 
Flyers increased their lead in the 
Patrick Division to six points over the 
idle Washington Capitals . 
After a scoreless second period, 
Sinisalo scored from just outside the 
crease on a power-play. During a 
scramble in front of Chicago goalie 
Bob Suave, Pelle Eklund's shot was 
kicked out, but the Finnish-born 
Sinisalo poked in the tying goal. 
"I swung as fast and hard as I could 
at a loose puck just outside the crease 
and somehow it went in , "  Sinisalo 
said . "The way Sauve was stopping 
our shots , I knew it was now or 
never. ' '  
Earlier, Chicago's  defense had k i l led 
off six Philadelphia power-pla!· at­
tempts . 
"We are now about two for our last 
30 tries, "  said Flyer coach Mike 
Keenan of his team's recent lad of 
success on the power play. 
The Flyers took an early 1 -0 lead in 
the first period on defenseman l\l ark 
Howe's 20-footer. Four minutes lat er, 
the Hawks countered with a goal by 
Darryl Sutter and then went up 2- 1 
when Denis  Savard t a l l i ed . 
Philadelphia outshot Chicago 46-26 
for the game. 
"I  am not happy about get ting j ust 
the one point, because we clearly 
dominated the game, " said Keenan.  
then be good for travel for 15 days from the date 
of purchase. 
So this Spring Break, get a real break. 
Go anywhere Greyhound gqes for $99 or less . 
For more information, call Greyhound. 
Must preoent a Vllid a>IJege student 1.0. card upon pwchue. No other discounts applY. Ticlcets att nontransferable llld aood for traVel on Gmohound Lines, Inc., llld other pllticipoung carriers. <:main 
ratrictions opply. Oil'er dfective 2115186. Olfer limited. Not Vllid in Clnlda. 
GO GREYHOUND 
® Ai:icf leave the driving to us� 
1904 Broadway, Mattoon, IL, 234-3333 
C 1986 Greyhound Lines, Inc. 
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Maton , Thoennissen hig hlig ht top 
showings by Eastern at Illini Classic 
Wrestlers ret 
to win n ing wa 
topple ISU 29-By JOHN STROUD Staff writer · CHAMPAIGN-Eastern track athletes Jim 
Matan and Larry Thoennissen established themselves 
among the best in their respective events Saturday, 
placing in the prestigious Illini Classic . 
Maton won the 1 ,000-meter run with a time of 
2 : 2 5 . 8 8 ,  a 3 .6 second improvement over his time last 
week in the I ndiana Invitational . 
Converted to the 1 ,000-yard, the usual event 
Maton runs indoors , would be approximately 
2 :  1 1 . 5 5 ,  the second fastest on Eastern' s  all-time lis t .  
Thoennissen threw 5 8-1 in the  3 5-pound weight to 
place fou rth in that event. The performance breaks 
his old record of 57- % and establishes a new Eastern 
record . 
H e  fi nished behind the new American record 
t h row of 77- 3/4 by J udd Logan who won the event.  
Logan competes for the New York Athletic Club.  
" This was  one of  the best 3 5 -pound co'mpetitions 
I ' ve seen , "  Coach Neil Moore said . " Larry had an 
excel lent  series . He was really on . "  
Thoen nissen remains atop the AMCU with his  
performance Satu rday, well  ahead of the pack . 
The Pan thers'  mile relay team of Gary Sharp, 
Rodney Fergu son , Fred Neal and Ian I ssacs took 
t h i rd with a t i me of 3 : 22 .03 . 
" These are all freshmen , "  Moore commented. " I  
felt i t  was tougher than last week ' s  meet . The 
freshmen were baptised again .  I t ' s  a different world 
from high school track . "  
Also placing for Eastern was Rodney McMullen 
with fourth in the 300-yard dash ( : 3 2 . 5 5) and fifth in 
the 60-yard high hurdles (7 . 6 1 ) .  
While the performances put Eastern in  a good 
position for conference meet seedings, they are still a 
ways from qualifying someone for the NCAA 
Championships . 
Maton ' s  time Saturday was three seconds off the 
qualifying time of 2:23 in the 1 ,000. 
" Jim is in the ball park and it was still an out­
standing time , "  Moore said . " They've made the 
standards very tough for qualifying . ' '  
Maton can qualify at either the 1 ,000-meter or 
1 ,000-yard distance with two more chances before 
the conference meet . 
" We're going to give him a shot ; .I think we owe 
him that , "  Moore sai d .  
" We ' re still  aiming for the stars , "  Moore added . 
" But you can ' t  measure the experience w e ' re getting . 
The quality of the past two weeks '  competition 
dwarfs that o f  the conference, and yet that won't be 
easy either. " 
BLOOMINGTON-Eastern' s  wrest! 
back on the winning track this w 
defeating Illinois State 29- 1 4  in a dual m 
The victory improves Eastern's  d 
record to 8- 1 on the season. 
Eastern came out on top in six of the 1 
classes . The individual performances 
important because this meet helped d 
seedings for the Western Regional, whic 
qualifying meet for the national tou 
said Eastern head coach Ralph McCausla 
Eastern wrestlers were victorious in 
1 26,  1 34,  1 42 ,  1 67 ,  and the heavyweight 
Keith Presley wrestled to a 1 - 1  tie in the 1 
Eastern · received tw o team points for 
tie . 
· Craig Sterr ( 1 1 8) started things off for 
with a maj or decision to give Eastern a 
in team scoring.  Then Todd Sterr ( 12 
through with a win to make the score 8-0. 
SIU _____________ �from page 1 6  
Dean Souder ( 1 34) and Paul Cysews 
both won their matches by forfeits to 
team score 20-0 . After Presley's  1 - 1  tie in 
class , Chris Simcox ( 1 5 8 ) ,  ·who was wrest 
the i nj ured Chris McFarland , lost by one 
make the score 20-5 . 
( H atfield) because she was pretty unstoppable , but 
. t hat ' s  not our philosophy . "  
Hat field conti nued on her recent tear with a game­
high 22 poi nts . Hatfield , averaging 1 5 . 7  on the 
seaso n ,  has led Eastern scorers in six of the last seven 
games . 
The Panthers will look to snap their current skid 
Thursday when Western I ll inois comes to town for a 
7 : 30 p . m .  tipoff at Lantz Gym . 
Eastern (62) 
Bonsett 6-0- 1 2 ,  Hatfield 1 1 -0-2 2, Aldridge 5- 1 -1 '1 , Hynd 3-0-
6, Tyler 1 -0-2 , Brown 0-0-0 , Hamilton 3- 1 - 7 ,  Walsh 0-0-0 ,  Webb 
1 -0-2 .  Totals 30-60 2 - 1 1 6 2 .  
S .  I l l inois (69) 
Jenkins 5-0- 1 O, Berghuis 8- 1 - 1  7 ,  Jackson 1 0- 1 - 2 1  , Bonds 6-
2 - 1 4 , Wallace 1 - 1 -3 ,  Kempwerth 0-0-0, Fitzpatrick 0-0-0, 
Thouvenin 1 - 2 - 4 .  Totals 3 1 -66 7 - 1 7 6 9 .  
Rebounds-Eastern 3 5 ,  S I U  43.  Steals-Eastern 7 ,  S I U  5 .  
Assists-Eastern 6 ,  SIU 1 0 . Turnovers-Eastern 1 6 , SIU 1 3 . 
Halftime-SIU 3 6 ,  Eastern 2 5 .  
Eastern ' s  Ozzie Porter ( 1 67) impr 
individual record to 22-4 with a major 
increasing Eastern ' s  lead to 24-5 . Marty 
( 1 77) was at the losing end of a 9-7 
Then Rob Kelly ( 1 90) got pinned by 
opponent. This made the team score 26- 1 
Demetrius Harper finished off the scori 
a 3-2 win in the heavyweight division.  
Read The Daily Easrem Ne ws 
The Panthers'  busy , schedule will 
quickly when they host Southern 
Edwardsvi lle on Tuesday night i n  Lantz 
A FUN 
By Gift 
-- ---... 
't.JOCKEY � 
1 1 ,J l ! I N'\: K \'\lf,1 / '\./ 
PERSONALIZED BRI EFS 
ALSO 
BO XER 
SHORTS 
Flaming Red 
or 
Frost White 
We' l l  Pr int  Wh i le You Wait. . . 
H is & Her I n itia l s  With H ea rts ---
Also 
H is-Hers T-Sh irts 
VALENTINE DESIGNS 
Valentine 
Bath K i lts 
OPEN 
NIGHTS 
TIL 
8 p.m. 
"YOUR JO L LY HABE RDASHE R" 
CAMPUS'' 
�te" 
._, LINCOl.N AVSNUa CHARLD1'0N, IL':-lNOIS 
SUNDAYS 
1 
to 
5 
' 
p.m. 
CONSIDER YOURSELF 
AT HOME WITH 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL KIND 
OF HOME? 
YOU MIGHT JUST FIND IT AT 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
INFORMAL RUSH 
FEBRUARY 1 1TH 8:00 P. 
RATHSKELLER 
We're looking forward to meeting you 
and w omen like you . . .  
- J NFO :  -
- R HO ND 
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surge propels lady 
ksters past Redbirds 
anthers win final two relay 
vents to gain Y2 -point victory 
win in the mile and two­
lifted Eastern's  women's 
to a half-point win over 
nference rival I llinois State 
Lantz Fieldhouse. 
thers won the meet with 
ts to the Redbirds' 75 . 
out the team scoring were 
Missouri (39 Y2),  Missouri 
), Wisconsin-Parkside (2 1 )  
wardsville (4) . 
-63 Yi going into the mile 
Panthers needed wins in the 
ents to win the meet . 
Lcrraine Plutz eyed a 25-
between herself and the 
U runner as she took the 
e final leg of  the mile relay . 
yards left she overtook the 
ute to a :57 . 5 7  split and the 
ust th inking,  'l ' ve gotta try 
this girl . '  Everyone was 
eat lSU , " '  said Plutz,  
hat  was going through her 
she took the hand-off. 
adrenali n  flowing into the 
t ,  Janine Jarris ,  Tracy 
Marcy Novak and Lauren 
ed to victory and a school 
e two-mile relay with a time 
e did an excellent j ob , " 
Craft said . " It was an 
isplay of enthusiasm and 
" 
t place finishes for Eastern 
Strick land in the shot put 
s), Olawumi in the 600-
83), Lynch in the 880-yard 
Plutz in the 440-yard 
The Panthers ' 880-yard relay team 
of Olawumi, Beverly Thomas, Lynch 
and Plutz also took first-place honors 
with a season-best l :44 .  70. 
"I think we have more team unity 
than any other team in the conference, 
in the Midwest , in the country, " 
Olawumi said . .  " It 's  just a matter of 
pulling it all together. . .  making it all 
happen. We've got to keep a positive 
mental attitude . ' '  
· While i t  i s  the first-place finishes 
that catch the spectators' eyes, Craft 
stresses that the seconds,  thirds , 
fourths and fifths are what make the 
difference in the long run.  
"All of the points count ,"  he said.  
"The second, third and fourth places 
are the unheralded performances . They 
are j ust as much a part as the people 
who win, and the team knows that . 
"This is one of the best teams I ' ve 
coached , "  Craft added . 
Debbie Zubik took second in the 
shot put with a throw o f  1 3 . 1 9  meters . 
Patt i  Frigo placed third in the  long 
j ump ( 5 . 1 1  meters) , and Jeannine 
Mackin was third in the 440-yard 
(I : 0 1 . 7) to highlight a few of  those 
" u nheralded" performances . 
Dedication was shown in the per­
formances o f  J arris and Elizabeth 
Smit h ,  who were both physically down 
from illness . 
Jarris took second in the mile 
(5 :03 . 1 7) and third in the 1 ,000-yard 
(2 :46 . 5 8) .  She also ran on the two-mile 
relay team. 
Smith placed second in the triple 
jump ( 1 0 . 22 meters) and fourth in the 
long j ump (4 .92) . 
" Those people who give a little extra 
when they don't  feel like it. . I have a 
lot of respect for them , "  Craft said . 
CAREER CHOICE WORKSHOP 
i s  a workshop which wi l l  he lp  you with the self analysis, 
reer i nformation and decision-making steps needed 
to make you r  own best career choice. 
Tuesda y, February 1 1 , 7:00-9:00 p. m. 
The Coun$eling Center - Da ve Baird 
CALL 581 -341 3 TO REGISTER 
- - · COUPON - - - - - - -, 
0 off Large P izza ' 
l tem !-Pineapple · g 
(great w/ham) 25 z Exp . 3/ 1 /86 i 
- - - COUPON · - - - - - -A  
345·3400 • 1 600 Lincoln 
LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer 
Eastern's Lorraine Plutz takes off with the baton from Lauren Lynch for the final 
leg in the Panthers' victorious mi le-relay Saturday at Lantz Fieldhouse. Eastern 
won this event and the two-mi le relay following to squeak out the win .  
...  ..,_ '4P -· -.. -· N* 
American Society for 
Personnel Administration 
. (A. S .P.A. ) 
introduces 
Lew Stiff 
from 
ICTC 
Interviewing Do's and Don'ts 
A n  analysis of an actual taped interview 
* A MUST FOR SENIORS 
Enhance your interviewing knowledge 
ATIEND! 
ALL WELCOME 
7: 00 p. m .  Tuesday, February 1 1  
EAST SIDE of the Old Ballroom 
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Eastern has last laugh i n  68-52 wi n over U 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
Northern Iowa coach Jim Berry 
pulled out a bit of pre-game trickery 
Saturday in his final appearance in 
Lantz Gym , but still fell short in a 68-
52 loss to Eastern . 
The win lifted Eastern to 1 4-7 
overall and 5-3 in the AMCU-8.  
Northern Iowa fell  to 7- 1 3  overall and 
2-6 in league play . 
Berry-who a n n o u n c e d  h i s  
resignation effective a t  season's  end 
earlier this year-sent out a tentative 
pre-game lineup that featured a 
frontline of 6-foot- 1 0  Scott Plondke, 
6-foot-9 Jim McGrath and 6-foot-8 
Greg McDermott . 
But j ust 30 minutes prior to tip-off 
Berry switched to a smaller lineup 
consisting of Plondke, 6-foot-3 Randy 
K raayen b ri n k , 6-foot- l Lamont  
Robinson,  6-foot- l Nick Nurse and 6-
foot Robbie Williams . 
"We prepare for that big lineup and 
then they throw those midgets at u s , "  
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said . " I  
t h i n k  our players responded well,  
especially Ronnie Duckworth . "  
Duckworth was given the assignment 
of guarding Kraayenbrin k ,  Northern 
Iowa's all-time leading scorer who 
entered the game tied with Eastern' s  
J o n  Collins a s  the AMCU-8 scoring 
leader . 
The 6-foot-5 Panther sophomore 
responded by holding Kraayenbrink in 
check for most of the night. 
Although Kraayenbrink scored 1 9  
points , eight came i n  the game's  final 
minute when · Duckworth had been 
removed from the contest. 
" I t  was a lot of motivation , "  
Duckworth said . " I  knew i t  was extra 
responsiblity because he was their 
leading scorer and I had to hold him 
Inside 
Wrestlers roll 
Eastern's wrestl ing team moves 
to 8- 1 on the season with a 2 9 - 1  4 
win over I l l inois State . 
see page 1 4  
Building prestige 
Jim Maton and Larry Thoen­
n issen highlight a strong showing 
by Eastern 's men's track team at 
the I l l in i  Classic. 
see page 1 4  
Down to the wire 
Eastern's women's track te�m 
wins the f inal two events to edge : 
I l l inois State Saturday by % - point . 
Saturday in Lantz Fieldhouse . 
see page 1 5-
Black Hawks tie 
A power-play goal by the 
Phi ladelphia Flyer.s in the third 
period sends the game to over- , 
t ime,  where the two teams fight to 
a 2-2 standoff . 
see page 1 3  
down . "  
Samuels said, " We told hiin 
(Duckworth) to give Kraayenbrink 
some room because Ronnie reacts 
fairly well and can jump .  
" We thought even (by Ronnie 
playing) two or three steps (off 
Kraayenbrink) he still could contest his 
s_hot . "  
Duckworth recently returned t o  the 
Panther lineup after recovering from 
what ',Vas thought to be a season­
ending wrist inj ury . 
To further illustrate Duckworth's  
defensive performance, Kraayenbrink 
shot just  2-for-9 in the first half and 
had two of his shots blocked . 
" He's  (Kraayenbrink) their main 
man , "  Eastern point guard Norm 
Evans said.  " Ronnie did an excellent 
job on him. 
" Ronnie j ust moved his feet,  got 
through the picks and contested his 
shot . "  
Eastern, meanwhile,  utilized a 
balanced scoring attack of its own to 
capture the win . 
Center Kevin Duckworth- Ronnie ' s  
cousin-led the Panthers with 1 6  
points and 1 2  rebounds,  but spen t 
much 'of the second half on the bench 
with foul trouble . 
Collins added 1 6  points , while senior 
off-guard Doug Crook chipped in 1 2  
points for Eastern.  
The Panthers broke open a 5 1 -44 
contest with 4 : 5 7  left by running off 
nine straight points . Northern Iowa 
never got closer than 1 2  after that . 
It was during that stretch that 
Collins took control of the game in 
front of 2 , 406 fans that included NBA 
observers Gary Fitzsimmons of the San 
Antonio Spurs and Al Bianci of the 
(See EASTERN, page 1 3) 
. 1 7th straight loss 
Eastern 's  Ronnie Duckworth keeps close guard on Northern Iowa 
Randy Kraayenbrink.  Duckworth held the AMCU-8 scor ing leader at 
i n  the Panthers' 6 8- 5 2  victory . 
SI U maintain s tig ht grip on lady ca 
By JEFF LONG 
Sports editor 
CARBONDALE-Eastern ' s  wom­
en's basketball team has got to be 
wondering what happened to the law 
of averages . 
· 
Then again ,  whenever the Panthers 
are on the court with Southern Illinois,  
the Salukis make the laws . 
That's  the way it has been for over 
eight years now . Friday, the Salukis 
continued to defy the theory of what 
goes around comes around when they 
defeated Eastern for the 1 7th con­
secutive time , this one by a 69-62 
count . And the j inx continues . 
The setback was the third straight 
for the Panthers,  who s lipped to 1 3-7 
overall and 5-5 in the Gateway Con- . 
ference. Southern solidified its con­
ference lead with its 1 3th consecutive 
,win.  The Salukis are 1 5-3 overall and 
1 0-0 in the league.  
Iil. the two teams'  last meeting (a 68-. 5 6  SIU win) , the Salukis simply 
· overpowered the Panthers in the 
second half to breeze to victory.  
This time, however, i t  wasn' t  a case 
of what the Salukis could do, but 
rather , what the Panthers couldn' t  do . 
Eastern converted a meager 2-for- 1 1  
from the free-throw line, going I -for-7 
in the first half. 
" We didn ' t  hit any free throws , "  
coach Bobbie Hilke understated . " 1 8  
percent from the line just doesn 't  do 
it . "  
The Panthers pulled a basketball 
rarity, shooting better from the floor 
than frorr. the line. Eastern shot 50 
percent from the field , opposed to 
SIU's  47 percent . 
It was a matchup of the Gateway' s  
top defensive clubs which held true to 
form, although both teams gave up 
four points over their defensive 
average. 
"We had a good defensive effort , "  
said Hilke.  "We didn't rebound well ,  
but that 's  typical of u s .  I thought we 
really played a great game . But their 
size and leaping ability made the 
difference . "  
The Panthers were dominated 
underneath by SIU's  tower tandem of 
6-2 Mary Berghuis and 5 - 1 1 Bridgett 
Bonds, who grabbed 1 1  rebounds each . 
Trailing 36-25 at halftime, the 
Panthers were unable to exploit 
Southern' s  defense with their superior 
· speed . Eastern cut the deficit to seven 
on several occasions , but could get no 
closer . 
" We could seemingly drive on them 
one-on-one all night , "  Hilke said, 
. "but we' re not that type of team. We . 
might have wanted to isolate Mel 
(See SIU,  page 1 4) 
Aldridge n 
Eastern forward Ch · 
has been named to t 
Sports I n formation Di 
America Academic Al 
team . 
Aldridge, a 5 - 1 0  s 
Taylorville , is the P 
scorer and rebounder, 
1 6 . 5  points a game 
rebounds .  She also r 
the Gateway Conferen 
field goal percentage, 
.468 from the floor. 
An All-Gateway se 
year, Aldridge ranks 
Eastern' s  all-time list 
( l  , 200) and rebounding 
Off the court, Aldri 
3 .4 grade point average 
education . She register 
4 . 0  in her first semester 
Last year she was no 
the all-district team b 
receive enough votes to 
Aldridge will now be 
the national ballot for 
All-America which w· 
on by COSIDA later th' 
